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Graphics State 

q  How does data flow 
from the CPU to the 
GPU? 
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Data Flow from CPU to GPU 
q  Vertex Buffer Object (VBO) 

–  VBOs are buffers of data (bytes) on the GPU 
–  CPU sends all data to the GPU using VBOs before it is 

rendered 

q  Vertex Array Object (VAO) 
–  VAOs are the link between VBO and shader variables 
–  Describe how to pull the data out of VBOs and feed it 

into the shader variables 

 

Understanding  
 

VAOs and VBOs  
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Software Needed 
q  Visual C++ compiler 

–  Download Visual Studio Express 2013 (free) 

q  Modern OpenGL code by Tam Dalling 
https://github.com/tomdalling/opengl-series/archive/master.zip 

01_project_skeleton 
q  Open opengl_series in Visual C++ 
q  Focus on the LoadTriangle function 
q  Uses global variables  

GLuint gVAO;!
GLuint gVBO;!

q  First step is to create and bind a new VAO: 

glGenVertexArrays(1, &gVAO);  !
glBindVertexArray(gVAO);!
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01_project_skeleton 
glGenVertexArrays(1, &gVAO);  !
glBindVertexArray(gVAO);!

q  The first line creates a VAO and stores its handle in gVAO 
–  VAOs are used to store vertex data directly on the GPU 
–  First argument is the number of VAOs to create 

q  The VAO now exists, but does not own any memory yet 
q  The second line makes this VAO active 

–  Binds the VAO to the current context 
–  There can be only one VAO bound at any time 

OpenGL Rendering Context 
q  OpenGL a implemented as a state machine 
q  OpenGL context is a huge container of state variables 

–  Includes all rendering attributes 
–  Initialized when the window is first created 
–  Once an attribute is set, it stays that value until you later change it 
–  Attributes are changed using OpenGL function calls 

q  Buffer objects must be bound to the current context 
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q  The VAO does not contain the actual vertex data 
–  It may hold references to VBOs that contain vertex data 
–  Can store multiple VBOs in one VAO 

q  The first line creates a VBO and stores its handle in gVBO 
–  First argument is the number of VBOs to create 
–  This VBO affects the state of the currently active VAO 

q  The second line binds this VBO to the context 
–  GL_ARRAY_BUFFER is the binding point (OpenGL state variable) 
–  GL_ARRAY_BUFFER tells that this VBO is used for vertex data 

q  We can now fill our VBO with the vertex data 

01_project_skeleton 

glGenBuffers(1, &gVBO);!
glBindBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, gVBO);!

q  Next we upload some data into the VBO: 

q  The data is three points of a triangle 
q  glBufferData performs two operations: 

–  allocates GPU memory for the VBO bound to GL_ARRAY_BUFFER  
–  copies vertexData into this VBO 
–  GL_STATIC_DRAW tells that we do not intend to change this data 

01_project_skeleton 

GLfloat vertexData[] = {!
        //  X     Y     Z    !
         0.0f, 0.8f, 0.0f,!
        -0.8f,-0.8f, 0.0f,!

!   0.8f,-0.8f, 0.0f,!
    };!
glBufferData(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, sizeof(vertexData), !

! ! vertexData, GL_STATIC_DRAW);!
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Data Transfer Summary 

OpenGL State!

glGenVertexArrays(2,…)!

Application Memory 

Graphics Card Memory 

GL_ARRAY_BUFFER!

VBOs 

glBindVertexArray(…)!

data[]!

glGenBuffers(3,…)!
glBindBuffer(…)!
glBufferData(…)!

VAOs 

data[]!

active!

q  Need to link VBO vertex data to shader variables 

 

q  The vertex shader has attribute variable vert of type vec3!
q  The first line enables the vert variable in the shader 

–  shader variables are by default disabled 

q  The second line associates VBO data with vert!
–  when you call glVertexAttribPointer, OpenGL takes whatever 

buffer is at the moment of this call bound to GL_ARRAY_BUFFER 
and associates it with the given vertex attribute (vert here) 

01_project_skeleton 

glEnableVertexAttribArray(gProgram->attrib("vert"));!
glVertexAttribPointer(gProgram->attrib("vert"), !
                    3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, 0, NULL);!
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vert 

Understanding glVertexAttribPointer 

OpenGL State!

Application Memory 

Graphics Card Memory 

GL_ARRAY_BUFFER!

VBOs 

data[]!

VAOs 

data[]!

glVertexAttribPointer(!
!gProgram->attrib("vert"), !

     !3, GL_FLOAT, !
!GL_FALSE, !
!0, !
!NULL);!

active!

How to pass data to the vert shader attribute? 

!
in vec3 vert;!

!
!
!
!

Vertex shader 

q  This is the key function 

q  When rendering, GPU pulls data from VBO into vert!
q  glVertexAttribPointer tells how to interpret this data  

–  2nd argument tells that 3 values represent a single vert element 
–  3rd argument tells that each value is of type GL_FLOAT 
–  4th argument GL_FALSE has to do with normalization (later) 
–  5th argument 0 specifies the spacing between elements 
–  6th argument NULL is the offset of the first element (NULL means 

that the first value is at the start of the VBO)  

 

glVertexAttribPointer 
glVertexAttribPointer(gProgram->attrib("vert"), !
                    3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, 0, NULL);!
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0.0 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.3 … 

Active VBO 

glVertexAttribPointer(…, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, 0, NULL);!

vert 0 
first element 
starts here 

Vertices are packed (0 space in between) 

vert 1 vert 2 vert 3 

This call 
•  Binds the current VBO to the current VAO 
•  Links shader variable with current VBO data  
•  Encapsulate the layout info in the current VAO, to be retrieved later 

0.0 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.3 … 

Active VBO 

glVertexAttribPointer(…, 3, GL_FLOAT, GL_FALSE, 5*sizeof(GLfloat), !
!

                         (GLvoid*)2*sizeof(GLfloat));!

first element  
starts here 

vert 0 vert 1 vert 2 

vertices occur 
every 5 floats 

vertices occur  
every 5 floats 

Encapsulate this vert layout info in the current VAO, to be retrieved later 
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q  The VAO and VBO are now fully set up 
q  Unbind them to prevent further (accidental) changes 

 
q  At this point, the shaders, VBO and VAO are ready to use  
q  All we have to do now is draw them in the Render function 

 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glBindBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, 0);!
glBindVertexArray(0);!

q  Rendering 

 

q  The first line clears the screen, so that it is completely black 
q  The second line clears the color contents of the framebuffer 

 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glClearColor(0, 0, 0, 1);      // black!
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);!
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q  Rendering 

 
 

q  Here we tell OpenGL that we want to start using our 
shaders and VAO 

 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glUseProgram(gProgram->object());!
glBindVertexArray(gVAO);!

q  Rendering 

 
 

q  At last, we can draw our triangle  
q  This call to glDrawArrays says that we want to draw 

triangles, starting at vertex zero, and ending after three 
vertices have been sent to the shader 

q  It will look at the currently bound VAO to determine where 
to get the vertices from 

q  This is where the GPU really starts the work 
 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glDrawArrays(GL_TRIANGLES, 0, 3);!
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0.0 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.3 … 

Active VBO 

glDrawArrays(GL_TRIANGLES, 0, 6);!

vert 0 vert 1 vert 2 

start with vertex 0 
assemble every three vertices into triangles (vertex stream must be multiple of 3) 
stop after 6 vertices have been passed to the shader 

Pull out vertex layout info from the current VAO 
Note: VAO stores state information required to issue a single draw call 

q  Rendering 

 
 

q  The drawing is finished, so unbind the VAO and the 
shaders just to be safe 

 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glBindVertexArray(0);!
glUseProgram(0);!
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q  Rendering 

 
 

q  The last thing to do before we can see our triangle is to 
swap the frame buffers 

q  Before the frame buffers were swapped, we were drawing 
to an off-screen frame buffer not visible in the display 
window  

q  When we call glfwSwapBuffers the off-screen buffer 
becomes an on-screen buffer, so we can see it 

 
 

01_project_skeleton 

glfwSwapBuffers();!

Other glDrawArrays Primitives 
glDrawArrays(primitive, first, count);!

GL_LINES! GL_LINE_STRIP! GL_LINE_LOOP!

GL_TRIANGLES! GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP!
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Hands-On Session 

Activity 1 
q  Modify 01_project_skeleton to produce this image:  

 
–  replace GL_TRIANGLES by GL_LINE_LOOP in glDrawArrays 
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q  Modify 01_project_skeleton to produce this image:  

 
–  Compute the midpoints of the original triangle sides 
–  Add three new vertices to vertexData 
–  Call glDrawArrays again with correct parameters  

Activity 2 

Sierpinski Triangle 

Algorithm: 
Start with a triangle (3 sides)   
Repeat the following 
    Compute side midpoints a, b, c 
    Draw triangle abc 
    Recurse on all but inner triangle abc 

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierpinski_triangle 
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q  Modify 01_project_skeleton to produce the Sierpinski image:  

 
–  Implement the Sierpinski algorithm (as a recursive function) 
–  Number of iterations controlled by a global variable 
    (in this example the number of iterations is 5) 

Activity Challenge 

Activity 3 
q  Modify 01_project_skeleton to produce this image:  

 
 
 

1.  The circle is simply a line loop. Write a function  
!
void Circle(GLfloat x, GLfloat y, GLfloat radius, int n, GLfloat * coords) !
 
that stores in coords the coordinates of n equidistant points on the circumference of the 
circle with center (x, y) and the given radius !

Notes:  
 

•  all coordinates are in the range [-1,1] 
 

•  sin(angle) and cos(angle) require  
angle to be in radians 

•  Add  
           using namespace glm;  
     at the top of your program 
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Activity 3 (contd.) 

2.  Modify the LoadTriangle function to append the circle data at the end of the 
VBO storing the triangle coordinates, before loading the data onto the GPU 
  
 Adjust the arguments of glBufferData to copy the entire data (triangle plus 
 circle coordinates) on the GPU 

 In the Render function call glDrawArrays twice, once for the triangle and  
 once for the circle  

Notes:  
 

•  all coordinates are in the range [-1,1] 
 

•  sin(angle) and cos(angle) require  
angle to be in radians 

•  Add  
           using namespace glm;  
     at the top of your program 

Activity 3 (contd.) 
Notes:  
 

•  all coordinates are in the range [-1,1] 
 

•  sin(angle) and cos(angle) require  
angle to be in radians 

•  Add  
           using namespace glm;  
     at the top of your program 

3.  Modify the code to use different VAOs and VBOs for the triangle and the 
circle.  
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q  Create a 2D object of your own design (e.g., a snowman) 

Activity Challenge 


